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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

April 26, 2001 

MEMORANDU Mj 3 File 

FROM: /' kl:FThomas W. Alexion, Project Manager, Section 1 
Project Directorate IV & Decommissioning 
Division of Licensing Project Management 

SUBJECT: ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE, UNIT 2 RE: DISCUSSIONS REGARDING 
PROPOSED REACTOR COOLANT LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEM 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (TAC NO. MB1 182) 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has had discussions with Entergy 
Operations, Inc., the licensee, regarding the licensee's February 6, 2001, application on the 
above subject. In order to facilitate these discussions, the licensee provided the draft 
information in the attachment. This draft information may be revised if and when the licensee 
decides to supplement their application. This information was not used in rendering any 
regulatory decisions.  

The purpose of this memorandum is to place the attachment in the Public Document Room.  
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.4.6.1 The following Reactor Coolant System leakage detection systems 
shall be OPERABLE: 

a. The containment *ump level monitoring zyztem, and 

b. Two containment atmosphere radioactivity monitoring aystcms.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

ACTION: 

a. With one or more containment atmosphere radioactivity monitoring 
system(s) inoperable, operation may continue for up to 30 days for each 
inoperable system provided: 

1. grab samples of the containment atmosphere are obtained and analyzed 
at least once per 24 hours, or 

2. a Reactor Coolant System water inventory balance is performed at least 
once per 24 hours in accordance with Surveillance Requirement 
4.4.6.2.1.aj* 

otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD 

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.  

b. With the containment sump level monitoring system inoperable, operation 

may continue for up to 30 days provided a Reactor Coolant System water 

inventory balance is performed at least once per 24 hours in accordance 
with Surveillance Requirement 4.4.6.2.1.a;* otherwise, be in at least HOT 
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 
30 hours.  

c. With the containment sump level monitoring system inoperable and one 
containment atmosphere radioactivity monitoring system inoperable, 
operation may continue for up to 30 days for each inoperable system 

provided a Reactor Coolant System water inventory balance is performed at 

least once per 24 hours in accordance with Surveillance Requirement 
4.4.6.2.1.ap* otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.  

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.  

*Not required until 12 hours after establishment of steady state conditions.

ARKANSAS - UNIT 2 3/4 4-13 Amendment No.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.4.6.1 The leakage detection system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by: 

a. Performing a CHANNEL CHECK of the required containment atmosphere 

radioactivity monitor at least once per 12 hours.  

b. Performing a CHANNEL CHECK of the containment sump level monitor 

at least once per 12 hours.  

C. Performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the required containment 

atmosphere radioactivity monitor at least once per 31 days.  

d. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the containment sump level 

monitor at least once per 15 months.  

c. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required containment 

atmosphere radioactivity monitor at least once per 18 months.

Amendment No.
ARKANSAS - UNIT 2 314 4-13a
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

wastage type defects are unlikely with proper chemisLry LtusaL•ciLL uf Ltic 

secondary coolant. However, even if a defect should develop in service, it 

will be found during scheduled inservice steam generator tubes examinations.  

Plugging will be required for all tubes with imperfections exceeding the 

plugging limit as defined in Surveillance Requirement 4.4.5.4.a. Steam 

generator tube inspections of operating plants have demonstrated the 

capability to reliably detect degradation that could affect tube wall 

integrity. Additlonally, upgraded testing methods will be evaluated and 

appropriately implemented as better methods are developed and validated for 

commercial use.  

Whenever the results of any steam generator tubing inservice inspection 

fall into Category C-3 certain results will be reported in a Special Report 

to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 as denoted by Table 4.2-2.  

Notification of the Commission will be made prior to resumption of plant 

operation. Such cases will be considered by the Commission on a case-by-case 

basis and may result in a requirement for analysis, laboratory examinations, 

tests, additional eddy-current inspection, and revision of the Technical 

Specifications, if necessary.  

3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

3/4.4.6.1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

GDC 30 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 requires means for detecting and, to 

the extent practical, identifying the location of the source of RCS LEAKAGE.  

The RCS leakage detection systems required by this specification are provided 

to monitor and detect leakage from the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary.  

These detection systems are consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory 

Guide 1.45, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection Systems" May 

1973. Likewise, the actions implemented upon inoperability of a required 

leak detection instrument are sufficient in maintaining the diversity and 

accuracy needed to effectively detect RCS leaks.  

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of 0.5 gpm to 1.0 gpm 

can readily be detected in contained volumes by monitoring changes in water 

level, in flow rate, or in the operating frequency of a pump. In addition, 

the reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when released to the 

containment, can be detected by radiation monitoring instrumentation.  

Instrument sensitivities of 10 - 106 cpm for particulate and gaseous 

monitoring are practical for these leakage detection systems.  

The Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection Systems include two 

independent containment atmosphere radioactivity monitoring systems. Each 

containment atmosphere radioactivity monitoring system consists of two 

detectors, gaseous and particulate, mounted on the same skid, powered from the 

same train power supply, and having a common suction and discharge to/from the 

containment building. A containment atmosphere radioactivity monitoring 

system is considered OPERABLE provided at least one of its two installed 

detectors, gaseous or particulate, is OPERABLE.  

12 hours is provided by a footnote to allow for plant stabilization 

before performance of the required reactor coolant inventory balance. This 

provision is necessary to ensure an accurate measurement is obtained.  

ARKANSAS - UNIT 2 B 3/4 4-3 Amendment No. 4-,4-3-,A4-a,GedeE •d-ated8 ,
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

3/4.4.6.2 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

Industry experience has shown that while a limited amount of leakage is 

expected from the RCS, the unidentified portion of this leakage can be 

reduced to a threshold value of less than 1 GPM. This threshold value is 

sufficiently low to ensure early detection of additional leakage.  

The 10 GPM IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE limitation provides allowances for a 

limited amount of leakage from known sources whose presence will not 

interfere with the detection of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE by the leakage 

dete•tion systems.  

The Surveillance ReQuirements for RCS Pressure Isolation Valves provide 

added assurance of valve integrity thereby reducing the probability of gross 

valve failure and consequent intersystem LOCA. Leakage from the RCS 

Pressure Isolation Valves is IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and will be considered as a 

portion of the allowed limit.  

The total steam generator tube leakage limit of 300 gallons per day for 

all steam generators ensures that the dosage contribution from the tube 

leakage will be limited to a small fraction of Part 100 limits in the event 

of either a steam generator tuba rupture or steam line break. The 150 

gallon per day leakage limit per steam generator ensures that steam 

generator tube integrity is maintained in the event of a main steam line 

rupture or under LOCA conditions.  

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE of any magnitude is unacceptable since it may 

be indicative of an impending gross failure of the pressure boundary.  

Therefore, the presence of any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE requires the unit 

to be promptly placed in COLD SHUTDOWN.  

3/4.4.7 CHEMISTRY 

The limitations on Reactor Coolant System chemistry ensure that 

corrosion of the Reactor Coolant System is minimized and reduce the 

potential for Reactor Coolant System leakage or failure due to stress 

corrosion. Maintaining the chemistry within the Steady State Limits 

provides adequate corrosion protection to ensure the structural integrity of 

the Reactor Coolant System over the life of the plant. The associated 

effects of exceeding the oxygen, chloride and fluoride limits are time and 

temperature dependent. Corrosion studies show that operation may be 

continued with contaminant concentration levels in excess of the Steady 

State Limits, up to the Transient Limits, for the specified limited time 

intervals without having a significant effect on the structural integrity of 

the Reactor Coolant System. The time interval permitting continued 

operation within the restrictions of the Transient Limits provides time for 

taking corrective actions to restore the contaminant concentrations to 

within the Steady State Limits.  

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that con

centrations in excess of the limits will be detected in sufficient time to 

take corrective action.  

3/4.4.8 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

The limitations on the specific activity of the primary coolant ensure 

that the resulting 2-hour doses at the site boundary will not exceed an 

appropriately small fraction of Part I00 limits following a

Amendment No. -1",
ARKANSAS - UNIT 2 B 3/4 4-4
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.4.6.1 The following Reactor Coolant System leakage detection systems 

shall be OPERABLE: 

a. entalfeaent atmeophre patrtieul.ate-r-adieativity mealIngrr.  

k%. The containment rump level monitoring oyatem, and 

eh. A--Two containment atmosphere geee--radioactivity monitoring 

systems.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

ACTION: 

a. _With ef-l tw-ef-one or mo;_e#-)e above :qzuirzd lealea dzte-ti~fn s"teffia 

q monitorina system (s) 
•9 '•laAv.• ' operation may continue for up to 30 days for each 

.£~~~ opl ei,_AýpmI_p rovided.: 

1.grab samples of the containment atmosphere are obtained and analyzed 

at least once per 24 houraf or "hen ... .  

2. a Reactor Coolant System water inventory balance i•_pe. med at 

least nnce ner 24 hours in accordance with Stirveillan Requxement 

4.4.6.2.1.a;* 

*otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in 

COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.  

b. With the containment su=- level mi .g ,sste inoperable, operation 

c c t e for . royvei i Reactor Cooaant System water 
_i~vento lance_ is performed at least once per 24 hours in accordanae, 

wlth surveillance Requirement 4.4.6.2.1.a;w othe se,_epn.a at least HOT 

STANDBY within the next 6 hours an•4.wCOTD SHUTDOWN within the following 

30 hours.  

St ainment um lvel monitorin yt inoral a o 

atmoshere radioactivity monitoring system inoperable] 

aontinue for u to 30 days for each inoperable •yste 

provided a Re4_JcP.0 ; em water inventory balance is performed 4t* 

least once net 9A hoirr mn.accordance with Surve11ance Recuir-emnct 

4.4.6.2.1.a;* otherwise- be in at jea$:t..I.T STANDBY within the next 6 

hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within_.h.. llowin• 30 hours.  

d.bep~QM is..ns of Specification 3.0.4 are not a22-jj-cable.q.  

2 after establishment of steady statgc.on!d1i.t~ions.

3/4 4-13 Amendment No.ARKANSAS - UNIT 2
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.4.6.1 The leakage detection system shall be demonstrated 
OPERABLE by: 

a. ConJAU asn weh~ 2. partlzU1ate and z~Z~ m Itelrfir systemsZ 

VDrUNCTIONE, TEST at- the EL fqueneiZ r~zf~ AnTb~~.  

n aCHA ELCHECK of 'the e ired co tainment 

atmo ner radoa~ moitor at least once e; 12jhours.  

b.Performing CANEL CHECYo the conj;_inant s"m 1~e itor 

At least oc e us 

nqPer~m a CHANNIL FIrUNCTIONAL TEST of the re uixed-nflt-inlXent 
atms~h~xeraioativty ontor at 1east once per 3J-ds 

bý.Performifl, a CHANNEL CALIJI TION of the c~ontaiflment sump level 

monitoring~ &yzitem peLfermafte--a GHAWt7INl C-ýLýlTIGN at least once 

per 18 months.  

e., e ~ormn a CALIB ,TION f the require ctiment 

"" 5,44nativitv ma~to at 1qeast on-ce -er '6Months.

.~RAN5S -UNI 23/4 4-13a, Amendment No.

a n7lin 1 6-009

I
ARKANSAS - UNIT 2
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

Wastage type defert.s Are inllikly with prnper rhpmnstry rreatment nf 

the secondary coolant. However, even if a defect should develop in service, 

it will be found during scheduled inservice steam generator tubes 

examinations. Plugging will be required for all tubes with imperfections 

exceeding the plugging limit as defined in Surveillance Requirement 

4.4.5.4.a. Steam generator tube inspections of operating plants have 

demonstrated the capability to reliably detect degradation that could affect 

tube wall integrity. Additionally, upgraded testing methods will be 

evaluated and appropriately implemented as better methods are developed and 

validated for commercial use.  

Whenever the results of any steam generator tubing inservice inspection 

fall into Category C-3 certain results will be reported in a Special Report to 

the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 as denoted by Table 4.2-2.  

Notification of the Commission will be made prior to resumption of plant 

operation. such cases will be considered by the Commission on a case-by-case 

basis and may result in a requirement for analysis, laboratory examinations, 

tests, additional eddy-current inspection, and revision of the Technical 

Specifications, if necessary.  

3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

3/4.4.6.1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

GDC 30 of Apendix A to 10 CFR 50 ci n• or detectJn and, to 

the extent practical, identifying the location of tbe soueof RCS LEAKAGE.  

The ACS leakage detection systems required by this specification are provided 

to monitor and detect leakage from the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary.  

These detection systems are consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory 

Guide 1.45, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection Systems" May 

1973. Likewise, the actions implemented upon inoperability o.qe.ired 

leak detection instrument are sufficient in maintaining the dive .iy 

accuracy needed to effectively detect RCS leaks.  

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of 0.5_Api..•o 1.0 gDM 
can..!eorl peeetdincn atined . onmsb o~trn hp•••~ae 

level, iný fjo raeorin -the 0prtn fregluency of a 91Wp. p..gddition 
the_•eactorcoolant contains radioactivity that. when re1_eý..@1...to •b• 

containment, can be detected by radiation monitoring._.Lsti;u entation.  
Ins rument sensitivities of 10 - 10' cpm fo atiiAean.,gaseous 

monitoring are practical for these leakage detectjn ... s• _s___S.  

Thp RpArtnr rnnl Ant Slirqm TPakr.na •nflrt.j.n.p_5Ltems inrclude two 

indepndent containment atmosphere radioactivitj_•.t~, y, temQ. Each 

containment consists of two 

detectorsn. aseous and partirndate. mo.und on the same skid, nowered from tb-e 

same train power supply, nd havinq a common suction and discha r•.t/from the 
co~tainme~t kuidinq. A containment atmosnhere _4cioactivity monitoring 

system is conidPex.OPPERABLE provided at least o e of.its..two intalled 

9__~e•osasoj orprtclte,_ _p zaEtAio 

12 hours is provi.d b a footnote to allow foglant stabilization 

befor reactor coolant invent by _aance. this 

provision is necessary to ensure an accurate measurement ig obtained.  

ARKANSAS - UNIT 2 B 3/4 4-3 Amendment No. , dae ýGO1,144,148;,•2-2,
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

3/4.4.6.2 R RACTOR COOLANT..SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

-n4stry exopgerien €_eas shown that wh._ a aimitedMount.oL leakag-e0s 

epece tf te u tn3IdGij. 1Tis of ti ueaMigean be seduc19Ael t.q 
~~~M ~ au sBt1 tly. jq~ a..th~reshold va l ...... . .. .- ! a .. . . ...... .. . .. . . .... .....  

to ensure ea.. detection of additional leak.ae,.. .  

._ The 10 GPM ENTIFIED LEAKAGE lim itation provides allow•nes for a limited 

amount of Igkae f ~rom kno ~4-sure whos fte;;en . nte~fere :Witb 

detection of UlIDENTMiED L EAAGEJ b y the Zea~ke detection systersT 

The Srve -ane Recuirmeis for RCaPress~ie Isol 4 tion Valves av$4 
added_auan .ltcv e_ reduc ng the probability of gross 
yalve failure and cn ee LQ Leaka stemfroM the RCS Pressure 

Isolation Vale is IDENTIFIED ý coQidered as Rtion of 

the alwdlmt 

The total steam generator tube leakage limit of 300 gallons per day 

for all steam generators ensures that the dosage contribution from the 
tube leakage will be limited to a small fraction of Part 100 limits in the 

event of either a steam generator tube rupture or steam line break. The 
150 gallon per day leakage limit per steam generator enaures that steam 

generator tube integrity is maintained in the event of a main steam line 
rupture or under LOCA conditions.  

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE of any magnitude is unacceptable since 
it may be indicative of an impending gross failure of the pressure 
boundary. Therefore, the presence of any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE 
requires the unit to be promptly placed in COLD SHUTDOWN.  

3/4.4.7 CHEMISTRY 

The limitations on Reactor Coolant System chemistry ensure that 
corrosion of the Reactor Coolant System is minimized and reduce the 
potential for Reactor Coolant System leakage or failure due to stress 
corrosion. Maintaining the chemistry within the Steady State Limits 
provides adequate corrosion protection to ensure the structural integrity 
of the Reactor Coolant System over the life of the plant. The associated 
effects of exceeding the oxygen, chloride and fluoride limits are time 
and temperature dependent. Corrosion studies show that operation may be 
continued with contaminant concentration levels in excess of the Steady 
State Limits, up to the Transient Limits, for the specified limited time 
intervals without having a significant effect on the structural integrity 
of the Reactor Coolant System. The time interval permitting continued 

operation within the restrictions of the Transient Limits provides time 
for taking corrective actiona to restore the contaminant concentrations 
to within the Steady State Limits.  

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that con
centrations in excess of the limits will be detected in sufficient time 
to take corrective action.  

3/4.4.8 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

The limitations on the specific activity of the primary coolant 
ensure that the resulting 2-hour doses at the site boundary will not 
exceed an appropriately small fraction of Part 100 limite following a

Amendment No. 184,B 3/4 4-4ARKANSAS - UNIT 2
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MEMORANDUM TO: File 

FROM: Thomas W. Alexion, Project Manager, Section 1 
Project Directorate IV & Decommissioning 
Division of Licensing Project Management

SUBJECT:

/RA/

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE, UNIT 2 RE: DISCUSSIONS REGARDING 
PROPOSED REACTOR COOLANT LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEM 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (TAC NO. MB1182)

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has had discussions with Entergy 
Operations, Inc., the licensee, regarding the licensee's February 6, 2001, application on the 
above subject. In order to facilitate these discussions, the licensee provided the draft 
information in the attachment. This draft information may be revised if and when the licensee 
decides to supplement their application. This information was not used in rendering any 
regulatory decisions.  

The purpose of this memorandum is to place the attachment in the Public Document Room.  
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